
Before the turn of the century, economics was seldom taught apart
from other subjects which, it was then believed, were closely
related to it, such as politics, public administration, moral
philosophy, and economic history.  Economists as a species were
few in number, and often taught other subjects as well.

Things have changed.  Economics has become separate from other
disciplines, and the typical postgraduate or professional economist
is far less acquainted with history, politics and philosophy than his
counterpart fifty or one hundred years ago.  Whereas the means of
discourse in economics used to be primarily verbal, today the
subject is overwhelmingly mathematical and statistical; economics
has become a ‘‘hard’’ social science, a quantitative discipline.  The
ranks of economists have grown greatly over the post-war period:
ninety percent of all economists who ever lived are alive today.

Superficially at least, modern economics is a great disciplinary
success story.  It has transformed itself from a minor, discursive
subject into a ‘‘hard’’, quantitative discipline.  Its members no
longer regard themselves as jack-of-all trades intellectuals, but as
professionals and scientists.

Beneath the surface matters are less happy.  Many economists
would openly admit that something is very wrong with
contemporary economics.  Some indicators of the present, sorry
state of the discipline are afforded by the following examples.

FLAWED JEWELS

First, one of the jewels in the crown of contemporary mathematical
economics is ‘‘growth theory’’.  This topic, which deals supposedly
with the process of economic growth, has degenerated in fact into a
game of building dauntingly complex mathematical models of
completely imaginary economies.  A student trained in growth
theory would be completely incapable of offering a President or
Prime Minister any serious advice about how to encourage
economic growth (other than that which common sense indicates).
Students of growth theory are typically unacquainted with Adam
Smith’s Wealth of Nations, which is, after all, one of the truly great
reflective works on the subject.

Second, many econometricians would freely admit that techniques
of statistical investigation in contemporary economics have become
almost baroque in their sophistication.  Whether they are useful is
another matter.  A typical sight at the present day conference of
economists is for the presenter of a paper to explain the
horrendously complex technique of estimation that he employed in
the interests of greater scientific purity, and then go on to blithely
dismiss the results of his own new estimating technique of the
grounds of their weirdness and implausibility.

A related phenomenon arises in the sub-discipline of macro-
economic forecasting.  The forecaster works with a complicated
model of aggregative relationships which usually run to some
hundred, and perhaps thousands of equations.  Making certain
assumptions about external and exogenous factors, the model is
then used to forecast, in precise quantitative terms, the move- ment
of economic variables such as the rate of inflation, level of
unemployment, etc. over some future period such as a quarter or a
year.  The resulting pronouncements of the forecasting team,
having the whiff of hard scientific objectivity about them, and
relating as they do to matters of great political import, occasion
much excited discussion in political circles, and headlines in the
newspapers.

What is less well known, except by those who have actually
worked in a forecasting team, is that the forecast is usually fiddled.
That is, if the computer model pops up a set of numbers that are so
bizarre that they are likely to be laughed at, the forecasters will
change the numbers they are plugging into the computer model,
until it starts generating some answers that look more plausible.

Whether this procedure is anything more than an illustration of the
well-known GIGO (garbage in, garbage out) principle of computer
operation is a moot point.  In 1982, for example, two major
forecasts were published within twenty-four hours by two different
forecasting teams working in different agencies of the American
government (the Council of Economic Advisers and the Office of
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Management and the Budget).  One predicted a two percent growth
rate of the United States’ economy over the forthcoming year, the
other a one percent growth rate.  This one percentage point
difference may seem small to the layman.  It is not small: in effect
one forecast was one hundred percent larger than the other.
Moreover, a one percentage point increase in the growth rate of a
trillion dollar economy is not exactly, to use a technical term,
peanuts.  Situations such as this are the everyday stuff of
contemporary macroeconometric forecasting.  Despite the immense
expenditure of highly-trained manpower and computer time that is
devoted to forecasting, no honest forecaster would deny the fact
that the intuitive judgment of a competent financial analyst is
p robably  a  more  rel iable predicto r of  future economic
developments.

In short, while modern quantitative economics likes to parade itself
as the queen of the social sciences, closer inspection reveals that
the empress is somewhat skimpily attired.  The contemp- orary
‘‘learned’’ journals of the discipline are today packed with articles
that display a great mastery of mathematical and stat- istical
technique, applied to questions of utter unimportance or triviality.
In modern economics, the medium - math and stats - has become
the message.

IDEOLOGY AND INSTRUCTION

This situation has not been without implication for the ideological
position of contemporary economists.  As Professor Benjamin Ward
of the University of California has noted in his recent trilogy of
books on the ideology of economists, the fact is that the majority of
contemporary economists are ‘‘liberals’’ (in the American sense of
the term).  That is, there is a strong leaning in the profession
toward government intervention.  Why this has come about is a
complex matter which deserves lengthy analysis.  However, it can
be argued cogently that the form of training received by economics
students has had much to do with it.

The student of economics, if he receives his instruction at a
department of economics of the mainstream, orthodox per- suasion,
is taught to look at the economy as a set of relatively simple and
mathematically tractable equations.  The implicit assumption is that
the economic system is one which has a low order of complexity,
as is the case with a mechanical system.  Repeated exposure to this
assumption in a variety of guises (the Keynes and monetarist macro
models, Marshallian and Walras- ian models of markets, etc.), has
the unfortunate consequence of ingraining a habit of thought in the
student.  He starts to believe that real world economic processes
are non-complex systems, and that they are just as manipulable as
the equation systems that he is taught to handle mathematically.
Students who receive their education in mainstream schools are
simply not taught to appreciate the fundamental truth that the
economic process is (as Hayek has put it) an essentially complex
system, the workings of which we have as yet but the barest
knowledge about.

CAUSES OF THE CRISIS

How did this dismal mess come about in contemporary economics?
The real reasons for the mathematical/statistical rape of
contemporary economics lie in the structure of incentives facing
economists.  The reasons why much of contemporary economics
has become so silly can in fact be explained by economic
reasoning.  Three major factors have been involved.

First, economists, no less than other human beings,  have a desire
to raise their status and income.  Since time immemorial
professional groupings have done this by making their profession-
al knowledge less accessible to outsiders.  The mathematicisation
of economics, over the past thirty years, has served the same
function for economists.  Fifty years ago an intelligent layman
could have picked up the Economic Journal and got something out
of reading it.  Today that would be impossible: the outsider would
first have to learn the mathematical language involved.

Linked to this first aspect is the lure of what Hayek has called
‘‘scientism’’ to the social scientist.  Economists and other social
scientists have previously for long felt inferior as a caste to the

practitioners of the natural, and particularly the experimental,
sciences.  In experimental science it is possible to generate precise
quantitative knowledge or relationships by massive replicative
experimentation under controlled conditions.  Moreover, the
systems that physicists and chemists study are relatively simple in
terms of the number of variables affecting the situation (at least
under controlled conditions) and are thus highly amenable to
mathematicisation.  Over the post-war period economists have
sought to raise the status of their subject by importing the
techniques of ‘‘hard’’ science to their studies.  The assumption has
been that quantification and mathematical rigor will provide the
same bounty of knowledge that it has yielded in the natural
sciences.  But this in fact is a dubious assumption.  Economic
processes are immensely complex, and they are mostly not
subjectable to conditions of controlled experimentation; the raw
statistics with which the economist must perforce work are so
error-prone that it is questionable whether quantitative estimating
techniques can be usefully applied at all.

A third factor has been the ‘‘publish or perish’’ syndrome within
academia, and the potential that mathematical economics and
econometrics offer as a winning strategy in this time-consuming
and ruthless game.  In economics as in other disciplines the volume
of an academic’s publications are taken as a crude proxy for his
scientific productivity, and chances of promotion are predominantly
determined by this matter.  The budding econom- ist must choose
how to allocate his limited research time available so as to
maximise the number of his publications, in order to maximise his
chances of promotion and prospects of tenure.  In this dicey
business, our young economist is much reminded by his older
colleagues that journal editors are an immensely churlish lot, who
seek endlessly for means of rejecting a paper submitted to them.  In
tackling this thorny problem of journal acceptances, it has been
discovered that papers submitted on mathematical economics and
applied econometrics have decided advantages.  The great thing
about a paper involving mathematical economics is that the
theorems involved can be proved to be true, which quite takes the
carping wind out of the editor’s sails.  In papers involving
econometric investigation, this is admittedly not so.  But for the
journal editor to upset the quantitative results, he would have to go
away and re-run everything on his own computer.  As this might
take a considerable amount of time - up to a year, if date collection
is involved - editors are inhibited from rejecting econometric
papers.

Thus it is that the queen of the social sciences has become in large
part a boring and trivial subject, the research literature of which is
comprehensible only to its own inner circle.  In the nineteenth
century Thomas Carlyle described economists as ‘‘Respectable
Professors of the Dismal Science’’.  One wonders what he would
say now.

REASONS FOR HOPE

However, not all is yet lost in the development of contemporary
economics.  It is increasingly conceded by many economists that
the results of the mathematical revolution in economics over the
past thirty to forty years must be judged as somewhat disappoint-
ing.  Many economists feel that there must be more to life, and
even to the study of economics, than the inversion of matrices.  It
is this factor that has in part led to the contemporary revival in
Austrian economics, which visualises the economic process as a far
more complex matter than mainstream economics allows.  Others
have been led to re-examine the boundary between econ- omics
and politics; political economy is back on the map.  Yet others are
exploring the connection with moral philosophy (as, for example,
regarding the notion of natural rights) and, others still, questions of
constitutional design and public administration.

Finally, the incentives which have played such a large part in the
mathematicisation of economics have led to a situation of glut in
the supply of mathematical economists and econometricians.  Gluts
have the unfortunate effect of reducing incomes and job prospects
for those who are supplying.  Thus the Invisible Hand itself may
yet help to turn many economists back toward more realistic and
scholarly pursuits.


